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CGIAR Dryland Systems

An integrated global research
initiative (2012* – 2016) that
develops resilient, productive
agricultural livelihood systems that
reduce hunger and malnutrition,
improve the life of the rural poor and
conserves the natural resources in
drylands.

* Actually started from May 2013, i.e.
currently 2-year old program
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A Dummy Choice Strategy: EITHER Sustainable
Intensification, OR Security

Source: Van Ginkel et al. (2013)



The assumption of “Vulnerability – Intensification
Potential” continuum in question

 NOT allow for the possibility that some forms of intensification
can increase vulnerability

 Moving along the continuum is NOT the only pathway out of
poverty, i.e. security and intensification can accommodate each
other.
 Dryland: Intensification is NOT necessarily the inverse of

extensity or diversification

 Scale/level-sensitive issue

Source: Robinson et al. (2015)
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Dimensions mutually defining SI, as a grand goal

 Increased food yield and nutrition quality

 Improved efficiency in material resources uses, minimization
of environmental impacts and social adoption

 Resilience of the intensified system to shocks or stresses

 Social equity

 Multi-scale consideration required for all above.

 Increased food yield and nutrition quality

 Improved efficiency in material resources uses, minimization
of environmental impacts and social adoption

 Resilience of the intensified system to shocks or stresses

 Social equity

 Multi-scale consideration required for all above.

Note: Le et al. (in prep.), not yet discussed widely in DS community



Resilience thinking: SI as a bounding-forward, actor-
driven transformation of agricultural livelihood
systems
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Source: Le et al. (in prep.)



Shift-up efficiency frontier as positive resilience
transitions

Return
(yield)

Potential yield

Current frontier

Upgraded frontier

(E)
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Risk approximated by variance of return
(~ environmental degradation)

(C)

(A) Source: Keating et al. (2010)



Shift-up efficiency frontier as scale/level-sensitive
processes, requiring multi-scale/-level efforts
Return
= f(scale*)

Potential yield

Current frontier

Upgraded frontier
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Risk approximated by variance of return = g (scale*)
(~ environmental degradation)
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*Scales of space, time, organization

Source: Le et al. (in prep.)



Shift-up efficiency frontier as context-specific and
actor-based processes
Return
= f(scale*)

Potential yield

Current frontier

Upgraded frontier
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For each stage of transition:
What technologies?
Time perspective?
Actors and roles?
Enabling/adoption factors?

Source: Le et al. (in prep.)

Risk approximated by variance of return = g (scale*)
(~ environmental degradation)
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*Scales of space, time, organization

For each stage of transition:
What technologies?
Time perspective?
Actors and roles?
Enabling/adoption factors?



Model-based SI research: what needed?

Problem

 Complex human-environment
interactions

 Uncertainties

 Externalities and trade-offs
- vs. time
- vs. space
- vs. social group
- vs. goal

Method requirement

 Interdisciplinary approach

 Uncertainty management

 Long-term perspective
 Micro-macro links
 Stakeholder participation
 Distributed outputs vs. space,

time, and actor groups
 Multi-dimensional outputs
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Model-based SI research: what needed
(continue)?
Problem

 Flexible (not fixed) feedback loops
genetated by actors‘ decisions

 Actors‘ decisions changable along
learning

 Heterogeneity as important source of
buffering, adaptive capacities

 Framing drivers

Method requirement

 Actors' behavior explained

 Relevant learning process
captured

 Within- and between- farm
heterogeneities represented

 Sensitive to key drivers
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Model-based SI research: How do current methods
meet requirement?

Source: Le (2015), Le et al. (in revision)



Need to consider life-cycles of agri-food
production: LCA approach

Figure’s source: Vlek (2012)
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